Caitlyn
Chapter 1
Harmony and Mia were two kind loving sisters which lived in a mansion in LA. They were
both 11 and had expensive jewellery like Gucci Luis Vuitton and chanelle perfume. They
were also lucky enough to have IPhone XRs.It was the weekend, normally the girls would go
to the mall but today they decided to stay at home.
Harmony and Mia, played with their American girl after getting ready for the day. Also the
girls watch a bit of Game Shakers on Netflix. “This is so interesting I wonder what will
happen next? “Exclaimed Mia! When they had watched up to season one of Game Shakers
they packed up and watch a movie.
Chapter 2
The movie they picked was Flushed Away. While they were watching the movie they had
popcorn, blankets and drinks. All of a sudden, the TV cut out. The sisters tried to turn it back
on but it didn’t work. What could be happening?
After tiding up all the movie stuff, harmony and Mia felt a sudden shake in the ground. Then
glass shattered. The Chairs in the dining room turned over. They then realised that it was an
earthquake. As fast as a cheater, the girls ran out of the front room and into their bedroom
and took a deep breath to get calm. Then. The wardrobe fell down. There was a secret door
behind it, it had been sealed up.it also had a key hole. The key hole shape was the shape of
the key that the girls had found a week ago. Where could the door lead to?
Chapter 3
The girls, got the key, which was on top of their chester draw, and unlocked the door.
Through the door, the girls could see an empty bare room. The room was the right size to be
a man cave. They gathered food and entertainment as they figured that they would be there
a while. Then they told their parents to follow them so they would be safe.
After the earthquake, the family came out of the man hut and called their peers to make
sure that they were safe. The government paid for the damage done and hospitals helped
the people that had been hurt.
Harmony and Mia rearranged their room, so it would be easier to get to the man hut, and
decorated the man hut. They also mad the hut into a place where they could just sit, chill,
play with slime, watch game shakers and just talk about super-secret.

